In the second part (Part B, Figure i ), a preliminary ground support system is selected based on the functional performance requirements and the results of the analyses done in Part A.
Then the ground support plus the rock system is analyzed to assess ground support component loadings and drift stabillty.
A final ground support system is selected when all design criteria are met by the drift and ground suppor_ system. lt is the block denoting "numerical analysis of drifts" in Part A of the methodology that is the focus of this paper. The analysis in Part A does not include the ground support.
The intent is to verify that, for most of the expected ground conditions, the drlft,design (shape and size) is stable when subjected to the expected in situ, seismic, and thermal loads. The rock mass models developed for this analysis are based on preliminary data and expected site conditions.
As an important part of the design philosophy, the predictions of rock-mass behavior and performance will be compared against the results of in situ tests and demonstrations as site characterization proceeds. These comparisons will form a basis for demonstrating model validity or for revising the model, if required.
lt should be noted that this methodology is considered preliminary because it reflects only information gained through the conceptual design phase.
The conceptual design is limited because there are no precedents for designing and constructing a nuclear waste repository and there is a lack of information from the site.
To date only a limited number of boreholes have been drilled at the site, although plans for extensive Characterization have been developed (DOE, 1988) .
Expected Loads
In the analysis and evaluation of drift performance, near-drift stresses and displacements are calculated based on applied stresses and the assumed rock-mass behavior. Applied stresses from three different sources must be considered in designing the drifts: in situ or geostatic stress, thermally induced stress, and stresses resulting from seismic motion. The stress at the drift location, resulting from the superposition of stresses from the above mechanisms, can _ be used as an independent input to drift design if the rock mass remains essentially elastic after drift construction.
However, if significant rock yielding, Joint slip, or block fallout were to occur that might relieve the regional stress, the approach of superposi_lon of the regional loads at the drift locations would be inaccurate but conservative. The approach of separating the loads (as the stress at _he drift location) in the drift design is proposed because, by design, the rock mass will remain essentially elastic.
The site has been selected based on its overall suitability for waste isolation and, in particular, its suitability for repository construction. A preliminary assumption for Joint slip is that if it is limited to less than 0.01 m, then the opening will remain stable or require only light support.
Plastic strains -Maximum allowable compressive strain is similar in concept to the maximum allowable strain adopted in ultimate load design methodology in concrete. Preliminary estimates suggest that a limit of 0.8% compressive plastic strain (from elasto-plastic models) may be appropriate for maintaining drift stability.
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